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Coaching Groups

Designed and delivered with coach and author Hilary
Gallo — Coaching Groups provide a highly curated
and transformative space for founders and other senior leaders to build self-awareness, while sharing and
solving their most urgent challenges.
Participants join a cross-organisational group with up to ten members. Groups meets every six weeks for a four-hour session, facilitated by Hilary. In this high-quality and confidential learning space;
leadership, business and broader challenges are tabled for discussion and collaborative exploration. At the close of each session
actions are committed to, and accountability created. Each group
is tightly curated to reflect career stage, and to avoid competition.
Who joins Coaching Groups?
Participants are drawn from the top of organisations, large and
small — global businesses like The Guardian, Secret Escapes and
Farfetch, fast-growth creative practices like Koto and SODA and
cultural institutions like the V&A. All are open in their mindset and
outlook, with current groups curated for founders, execs, department heads and newly promoted leaders.
About Hilary Gallo
Hilary started his career as a lawyer at Clifford Chance before becoming Commercial Director at Accenture and Capgemini. Today
his focus is on enabling people, and supporting leaders and organisations facing change. As a mediator and executive coach, his
emphasis is helping people to purposefully work to their strengths.
His best-selling book ‘The Power of Soft’ will shortly be followed by
a brand new publication titled ‘Fear Hack’.
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Coaching Groups

Spaces . Sessions are hosted
in central, comfortable and conversationally conducive spaces.
Shown is the apartment at Papermill Studios in Islington, very popular with current Coaching Groups
— due to its privacy, abundant
light and real fire.
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From current participants.
“I’ve learned as much from hearing other peoples’
challenges deconstructed as I have from discussing my own.”

“What began feeling self-indulgent has become
the most protected part of my diary.”
“Time on the business, not in the business.”

“Truly motivating learning, and a great new group
of allies”

“Hilary artfully directs the conversation — drawing out decisions and making them stick.”

“I leave each and every session with a notebook
full of things to follow through on, and commitment to put into action”
“ I felt everyone came in with challenges and
came out with new perspectives.”

Costs and applying to join a group
Applications now welcomed for 2019 Coaching Groups. Participants commit to sets of six sessions, with
additional sets booked thereafter.
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72 Rivington Street
London
EC2A 3AY

Want to learn more?
hello@ycn.org
+44 (0)20 7033 2140
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